Approach Light Beacon

Approach Guidance Lights
(Ground lights to indicate to planes taking off and landing, their route)

Approach Light Beacons
(Ground lights to indicate the important points within the final approach zone)

Taxiing Guidance Signs
(Illumination transformer station, a facility that supplies electricity to other facilities, such as the Aviation Security, etc.)

Obstacle light
(Ground lights to indicate aviation obstacles)

Terminal building

Aerodrome beacon
(Ground lights to indicate the location of the airport)

Taxiway Edge Lights
(Ground lights to indicate both edges of the taxiway)

Taxiway Center Line Lights
(Ground lights to indicate the center line of the taxiway)

Wing Bar Lights
(Wing lights to aid the functions of the runway threshold lights)

Runway threshold lights
(Ground lights to indicate the threshold of the runway)

Sequenced flashing lights
(Flashing ground lights to make the final approach route even easier to see)

Approach Lighting system
(Ground lights to indicate the final approach route of the runway)

Note: Facilities other than aeronautical ground light